COMENCEMENT EXERCISES
College of Charleston
University of Charleston, South Carolina
FRIDAY, MAY 11, 2018
CISTER YARD
4:00 P.M.: Graduate School; School of the Arts;
School of Education, Health, and Human Performance;
School of Professional Studies

Prelude
Processional
Welcome ................................................................. Glenn F. McConnell ’69
President
The National Anthem .................................................. McKenzie Reed Anderson ’18
Jasmine Sabria Crowder ’18
Cleveland Bates O’Neal ’18
Mary Elizabeth Ott ’18
Jordan Lentz Scott ’18
Kiri Noelle Taylor ’18
Remarks and Conferring of Honorary Degrees ...................Glenn F. McConnell ’69 and
David M. Hay ’81
Chair, Board of Trustees
Address ........................................................................ Brian C. Rutenberg ’87
Artist
Graduate Student Association President Address .................. Timothy R. Buttram ’18 (M.A.)
Student Government Association President Address ............... H. Alexandra Helfgott
Senior Class Representative Address ................................. Bria S. Dantzler ’18
Alumni Address ................................................................ Michael R. Renault ’95
President, Alumni Association
Presentation of Candidates for Master’s Degrees .................... Glenn F. McConnell ’69
Presentation of Diplomas .................................................. Brian R. McGee
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
Conferring of Master’s Degrees ........................................ Glenn F. McConnell ’69
Presentation of Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees ................. Glenn F. McConnell ’69
Presentation of Diplomas .................................................. Brian R. McGee
Conferring of Bachelor’s Degrees ..................................... Glenn F. McConnell ’69
The Alma Mater ............................................................ McKenzie Reed Anderson ’18
Jasmine Sabria Crowder ’18
Cleveland Bates O’Neal ’18
Mary Elizabeth Ott ’18
Jordan Lentz Scott ’18
Kiri Noelle Taylor ’18

Recessional
Graduates and their guests are invited to departmental and school receptions immediately following the Commencement Exercises.
**Commencement Exercises**
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---
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---
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Welcome ................................................................. Glenn F. McConnell ’69
President
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Chair, Board of Trustees

Address ........................................................................ Matthew C. Czuchry ’99
Actor
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Senior Class Representative Address ................................ Evan P. Bailey ’18
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The Alma Mater ........................................................... Katherine Anne Kuckelman

Recessional

Graduates and their guests are invited to departmental and school receptions immediately following the Commencement Exercises.
Brian C. Rutenberg ’87

Widely considered to be one of the finest American painters of his generation, Brian Rutenberg is an artist based in New York City. He has honed a distinctive method of compressing the rich color and form of his native coastal South Carolina into complex landscape paintings that imbue material reality with a deep sense of place. Rutenberg is a Fullbright scholar, a New York Foundation for the Arts Fellow, a Basil Alkazzi USA Award recipient and an Irish Museum of Modern Art program participant. He has had over 200 exhibitions throughout North America, and his paintings are included in the museum collections of Yale University Art Gallery, The Butler Institute of American Art, Boise Art Museum, of Art, Peabody Essex Museum of Art, Greensboro Museum of Art, Ponce City Market Museum of Art, and many others. In 2008, Radius Books published a full-color monograph of the artist’s work. Books published a full-color monograph of the artist’s work.

Matthew C. Czuchry ’99

Since graduating from the College of Charleston in 1999 and making a cross-country journey to Los Angeles, Matt Czuchry has taken on some of the most sought-after roles in Hollywood. Collaborating with some of the best talent within the film and television industry, he has worked on projects such as Gilmore Girls, the two-time Emmy-nominated and Peabody-winning series; The Good Wife, the political drama set in New York City; and The Resident, in which he plays the title character. He was nominated for three consecutive Screen Actors Guild Ensemble awards in 2011, 2012 and 2013; he was also nominated for three Teen Choice Awards for his work as Logan Huntzberger in the series Gilmore Girls, he won the Entertainment Weekly Best Supporting Actor award in 2011 for his work on The Good Wife (where ironically he played a lawyer with exceptional Law School Admission Test scores); and he was also selected to both The Hollywood Reporter and Variety magazine’s prestigious Emmy Contenders list for 2015. Czuchry graduated from the College of Charleston summa cum laude, with a bachelor of arts degrees in both history and political science. His senior year at the College, he was presented with the Bishop Robert Smith Award, the highest honor given to a graduating senior who represents valued contributions in academics, sports and leadership within the Charleston community.

Rose Salamone Gangarosa

Rose Gangarosa is an educator and philanthropist who shares her husband Eugene’s commitment to public health and serves as a member of the Gangarosa International Health Foundation, serving as CEO. He received his medical degree and a master’s degree in medical microbiology from the University of Rochester.

Matthew C. Czuchry ’99

Biographical information on page 4.

Eugene J. Gangarosa Sr., M.D., M.S., F.A.C.P.

Eugene Gangarosa is an international infectious disease expert and public health legend with a lifelong interest in what he refers to as WASH, or water, sanitation and hygiene. A native American, he is the 12th of 13 children of a Sicilian stonemason. His life’s work has been shaped by the deaths of four of his older siblings, likely caused by endemic infections that are now readily preventable and treatable due to interventions that he helped discover and develop. Gangarosa served at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, where he laid the foundation for the cholora treatment that drastically reduced infant mortality. He went on to teach and research at the Pakistan Medical Research Center and then served at the Centers for Disease Control. In 2007, he was named chief of the Enteric Diseases Branch and deputy director of the Bacterial Diseases Division. After a period serving as the dean of the American University of Beirut, Gangarosa began teaching at Emory University, where he helped transform the public health graduate program into the Rollins School of Public Health. He now serves as an emeritus professor in the Hubert Department of Global Health at Rollins, and has founded the Gangarosa International Health Foundation, serving as CEO. He received his medical degree and a master’s degree in medical microbiology from the University of Rochester.

Linda G. Ketner

Linda G. Ketner is president of KSI Leadership and Management Development. She has served as president of the Coastal Community Foundation, president of Charleston Crisis Ministry and chair of the Mayor’s Council on Homelessness and Affordable Housing, chair of the S.C. Housing Trust Fund and co-founder of South Carolina Citizens For Housing. She is the co-founder and past president of Alliance for Full Acceptance and S.C. Equality Coalition and serves, or has served, on the advisory boards at the College of Charleston’s Riley Center for Urban Affairs and Policy Studies, Women & Gender Studies, the President’s Campus Diversity Review Committee and the Dean’s Council for the School of Humanities. She has established the Ketner Fund, Ketner Fund and Fund for Social Justice at the Coastal Community Foundation, which funds many organizations working for solutions to social problems. She holds a bachelor of arts degree from the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill and a master of arts degree from the University of North Carolina, Greensboro, and has completed work toward her unfinished Ph.D. at both Duke and Emory Universities. She has been an adjunct professor at UNC-G and at the College of Charleston and has an honorary doctorate in sociology from Columbia College.

Matthew C. Czuchry ’99

Biographical information on page 4.

Brian C. Rutenberg ’87

Brian Rutenberg is an artist and holds many securities licenses in the financial services industry.

The Honorable Bruce Howe Hendricks ’83

Biographical information on page 4.

Rose Salamone Gangarosa

Rose Gangarosa is an educator and philanthropist who shares her husband Eugene’s commitment to public health and serves as a member of the Gangarosa International Health Foundation. In 2010, she was named director of the foundation’s global field experiences for students in public health at the Rollins School and at the College of Charleston. Working with her husband, Rose has become the top facility manager in the College of Charleston’s Department of Health and Human Performance, as well as his colleagues, the couple has been able to grow the Internship Program and at the College of Charleston. A retired educator, Gangarosa received her bachelor of science degree from Nazareth College in Rochester, N.Y. She attended the University of Rochester, the Eastern School of Music and taught piano performance to young students. She was the principal of the Laboratories American School in Pakistan, where she first identified water, sanitation and hygiene as a public health initiative. She is a member of the State of South Carolina by serving on numerous boards. He has served as a member of the College of Charleston Foundation, she oversees grants to community mass media awards, including two Peabody-winning series; the two-time Emmy-nominated and Peabody-winning series; The Good Wife, the political drama set in New York City; and The Resident, in which he plays the title character. He was nominated for three consecutive Screen Actors Guild Ensemble awards in 2011, 2012 and 2013; he was also nominated for three Teen Choice Awards for his work as Logan Huntzberger in the series Gilmore Girls, he won the Entertainment Weekly Best Supporting Actor award in 2011 for his work on The Good Wife (where ironically he played a lawyer with exceptional Law School Admission Test scores); and he was also selected to both The Hollywood Reporter and Variety magazine’s prestigious Emmy Contenders list for 2015. Czuchry graduated from the College of Charleston summa cum laude, with a bachelor of arts degrees in both history and political science. His senior year at the College, he was presented with the Bishop Robert Smith Award, the highest honor given to a graduating senior who represents valued contributions in academics, sports and leadership within the Charleston community.

Matthew C. Czuchry ’99

Biographical information on page 4.

Eugene J. Gangarosa Sr., M.D., M.S., F.A.C.P.

Eugene Gangarosa is an international infectious disease expert and public health legend with a lifelong interest in what he refers to as WASH, or water, sanitation and hygiene. A native American, he is the 12th of 13 children of a Sicilian stonemason. His life’s work has been shaped by the deaths of four of his older siblings, likely caused by endemic infections that are now readily preventable and treatable due to interventions that he helped discover and develop. Gangarosa served at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, where he laid the foundation for the cholora treatment that drastically reduced infant mortality. He went on to teach and research at the Pakistan Medical Research Center and then served at the Centers for Disease Control. In 2007, he was named chief of the Enteric Diseases Branch and deputy director of the Bacterial Diseases Division. After a period serving as the dean of the American University of Beirut, Gangarosa began teaching at Emory University, where he helped transform the public health graduate program into the Rollins School of Public Health. He now serves as an emeritus professor in the Hubert Department of Global Health at Rollins, and has founded the Gangarosa International Health Foundation, serving as CEO. He received his medical degree and a master’s degree in medical microbiology from the University of Rochester.

Matthew C. Czuchry ’99

Biographical information on page 4.
College of Charleston Seal

Sapientia Ipsa Liberas — “Wisdom Itself Is Liberty”
Ædes Mores Juraque Curat — “She Cares for Her Temples, Customs and Rights”

In 1783, the City of Charleston adopted its official seal. It features a seated woman holding a scepter pointing toward the mouth of the harbor. The city skyline and a sailing vessel making for port are in the background; the motto “Ædes Mores Juraque Curat” surrounds the image. Traditionally, the woman portrayed in the seal is described as a personification of Charleston itself, and evokes an image of a city that derives its livelihood from the sea and is prepared to defend itself.

The College of Charleston seal is an adaptation of the city seal and was approved by the Board of Trustees in 1843. The phrase “Ædes Mores Juraque Curat” and the image of a young man holding a diploma were added to the College seal; the original, 19th-century Main Building (today’s Randolph Hall) is in the background. The seated woman is presenting a laurel wreath to the young man (the City of Charleston incorporated the laurel wreath into its seal early in the 20th century).

Core Values

As members of the College of Charleston community, we affirm, embrace and hold ourselves accountable to the following core values:

**INTEGRITY:** adherence to the highest ethical standards in all our professional obligations and personal responsibilities.

**ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE:** commitment to a dynamic intellectual community, high academic standards, strong academic programs and a high-quality faculty of engaged and engaging teacher-scholars.

**LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION:** dedication to a liberal arts and sciences education that encourages intellectual curiosity and fosters each student’s ability to think creatively and analyze, synthesize, apply and communicate knowledge from many sources.

**RESPECT FOR THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT:** devotion to the intellectual, ethical and social development of each student.

**DIVERSITY:** commitment to a globally-oriented and diverse academic community.

**COMMUNITY:** commitment to compassion, mutual trust, respect, civility, collegial shared governance, teamwork and the general welfare of the institution and the individual.

**PUBLIC MISSION:** commitment to our social responsibilities and to serving the educational needs of the state of South Carolina and our community.

Award Recipients

**FACULTY AWARDS OF DISTINCTION**

Each academic year, faculty members are presented awards for distinguished performance in six areas. Candidates are nominated by colleagues, and recipients are chosen by a committee comprised of prior awarders or other designees. The Distinguished Teaching Award and Distinguished Adjunct Faculty Teaching Award honor those who typify high standards and commitment to teaching excellence. The Distinguished Research Award honors a faculty member for significant research. The Distinguished Service Award recognizes the outstanding contributions of a colleague who, beyond his/her required duties, has served the College community in an outstanding and distinguished manner. The Distinguished Advising Award honors individuals who have demonstrated a dedication to students in the area of academic advising. The William V. Moore Distinguished Teacher-Scholar Award recognizes a faculty member whose exemplary scholarship and teaching have together enriched the intellectual lives of our students.

**DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD**
William M. Russell (Department of English)

**DISTINGUISHED ADJUNCT FACULTY TEACHING AWARD**
Laurie A. Luttrell-Volkmann (Department of Communication)

**DISTINGUISHED ADVISING AWARD**
Jesslyn R. Collins-Frohlich (Department of English)

**DISTINGUISHED RESEARCH AWARD**
Erik Sotka (Department of Biology)

**DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD**
David E. Desplaces (Department of Management and Marketing)

**COLLEGE-WIDE STUDENT AWARDS**

**ALYSON AND GRACE JAMESON AWARD**
Millie L. Lambrakos

**JAMESON MERIT AWARD**
Julie Rose Raisig

**SEPTIMA P. CLARK AWARD**
Brandi LaKeisha Bell, undergraduate

**LUCELLE WHIPPER AWARD**
Courtney Celeste Hicks

**EUGENE C. HUNT AWARD**
Julie Huy Chea

**BISHOP ROBERT SMITH AWARD**
Evan Parker Bailey

**ALEXANDER CHAMBLISS CONNELLEY AWARD**
Erin Christina Day

**THEODORE S. STERN CUP**
Bria Shantel Duntzler

**LUCILLE WHIPPER AWARD**
Courtney Celeste Hicks

**JAMESON AWARD**
Allison Nicole Camp

**JAMESON MERIT AWARD**
Julie Rose Raisig

**DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD**
Bret L. Sundstrum (Department of Communication)

**DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD**
Erik Sotka (Department of Biology)

**DISTINGUISHED RESEARCH AWARD**
David E. Desplaces (Department of Management and Marketing)

**DISTINGUISHED ADVISING AWARD**
Jesslyn R. Collins-Frohlich (Department of English)

**WILLIAM V. MOORE DISTINGUISHED TEACHER-SCHOLAR AWARD**
Bret L. Sundstrum (Department of Communication)
Candidates for Master's Degrees

* Denotes graduates who have received an Outstanding Graduate Student Award for their program for Spring 2018.

Department of Education

School of the Arts

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Matthew Lewis Amis
Samantha Marie Williams
Kimberly Jane Schneider
Victoria Catherine Farish
Leah Ann Cockerham*

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING, LEARNING, AND ADVOCACY
Alexandra Leigh Cottingham
Elly McKenzie Smith*
Emily Caroline Upshur

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN ARTS MANAGEMENT
Alex Fredrick Eaker
Sarah Francis Chapman
Eunice Juana Leoy Catindig
Kevin Samuel Carter
Jared Lee Busby
Kiana Nichole Brayton
Jessica Lynn Bradley
Clare Wolf Behringer
Andrea Joyce Cooper
Samuel Runyan Biggers
Nathan Good Betcher
Matthew Lewis Amis

School of Business

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Nicole Danielle Barber
Clare Woff Bebiringer
Alison Louise Benson
Jessica Lynn Bradley
Kiana Nicole Brayton
Jared Lee Busby
Kevin Samuel Carter
Eunice Juana Leoy Catindig
Sarah Francis Chapman
Samuel Robert Coltrane
Zachery Jacob Crooks
Patrick Arthur Dunlap
Stephanie Ann Gerard
Tylee Bryce Graham
Kelsey Lee Kool
Nico Kuehn
Gina Marie Lucchese

School of Education, Health, and Human Performance

MASTER OF ARTS IN ACCOUNTANCY
Chase McFadden Berry
Amanda Bridges Chappia
Jennifer Claire Chilcote*
Christianna Noelle Ducharme
Shelby Morgan Elliott
Alexis Rose Erickson
Elizabeth Ann Grevers
Kaitlyn Marie Gotzon
Stephen Douglas Hill
Talita Elizabeth Hollis
Elizabeth Grames Hock
Thomas Heyward Hodges
Carleigh Mary Louise Hoy
Dallon Loyd Infinger
Dylan Mitchell Lambert
Jamie Marie Malphrus
Dylan Mitchell Lambert
Christina Marie Salazar

School of Humanities and Social Sciences

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Chelsea Elizabeth Amis
Kelsey Maranda Culbertson
Lucy Henderson Davis
David William Flanagan*
Nirah Vikram Gandhi
Justice Annamarie Linstead
Mary Katherine Lynn
Brian J. Palus

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MARINE BIOLOGY
Erik Roland Anderson
Nicholas D. Rubin

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Jonathan David Anderson*
William Alexander Kennedy
Seth Harling Stoudemire

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Chelsea Elizabeth Amis
Kelsey Maranda Culbertson
Lucy Henderson Davis
David William Flanagan*
Nirah Vikram Gandhi
Justice Annamarie Linstead
Mary Katherine Lynn
Brian J. Palus

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Jonathan David Anderson*
William Alexander Kennedy
Seth Harling Stoudemire

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Jonathan David Anderson*
William Alexander Kennedy
Seth Harling Stoudemire

School of Sciences and Mathematics

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Jonathan David Anderson*
William Alexander Kennedy
Seth Harling Stoudemire

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Jonathan David Anderson*
William Alexander Kennedy
Seth Harling Stoudemire

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Jonathan David Anderson*
William Alexander Kennedy
Seth Harling Stoudemire

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Jonathan David Anderson*
William Alexander Kennedy
Seth Harling Stoudemire

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Jonathan David Anderson*
William Alexander Kennedy
Seth Harling Stoudemire

Graduation Information:

Friday, May 11, 2018 • Cistern Yard • 4:00 P.M.
Graduate School; School of the Arts, School of Education, Health, and Human Performance; School of Professional Studies

Greta Barbuck Hutchens
Heather Brown Jones
Kathleen Anne Luszkiewicz
Tonia Rochelle Major
Laurie Anne Slaughter
Ramona Rosario Wright
Students who earn a grade point average (GPA) of 3.900 to 4.000 will graduate Summa Cum Laude, Students who earn a GPA of 3.750 to 3.899 will graduate Magna Cum Laude. Students who earn a GPA of 3.500 to 3.749 will graduate Cum Laude. To be eligible for graduation with honors, at least 62 hours of the coursework to be applied to the degree must have been completed. In addition, Members of the Golden Key International Honor Society can be recognized by the blue and gold cord each is wearing. Members of the honor society Phi Kappa Phi can be recognized by the blue ribbon and medallion each is wearing. Students who meet the requirements for Phi Kappa Phi do not meet the requirements for Golden Key International Honor Society.

Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees

Graduation with Honors

ART HISTORY
Madison Hannah Alspcctor
Magna Cum Laude

Mikayla Kristine Ceraso
Cum Laude

Shiclasia Taurez Brown
Magna Cum Laude

Peter Jacob Brokaw
Magna Cum Laude

Christine Madison Bailey
Cum Laude

Hunter Rose Sturgill
Magna Cum Laude

Madeline Meriwether Stauss
Cum Laude

Neal Oliver Rice
Cum Laude

Charles Richard Paine
Cum Laude

Marae McCuen Ashmore
Cum Laude

Josiah Douglas Albright
Cum Laude

Michael Collier Wiser
Cum Laude

Drew Ellison Whittle
Magna Cum Laude

Flannery Hudson Wood Cum Laude

MUST
Mckenzie Reed Anderson
Dale M. Bennett

Max Jay Bradley
Cum Laude

Kevin Michael Cheek
Torya Clowes

Jasmine Sabria Crowder
William Walton Foody Cum Laude

Anna Galura
Magna Cum Laude

Elizabeth Jane Grasier
Le’ah Griggs
Magna Cum Laude

Lauren Raye Johnson
Pierce Alexander Mabey

Cleveland Bates O’Neal
Mary Elizabeth Ott Cum Laude

J’Neice Tara-Marie Payne Cum Laude

Jordan Lentz Scott
Jordan Summers

Kiri Noelle Henry
Mengting You

STUDIO ART
Travonte Bernard Bailey
Rosemary Marshall Ballentine
Scott Connor Chanzier
Holden Thomas Curran
Klarie Marie Davis
Marisa Erin Dixon

Kiri Noelle Taylor
Jordan Lentz Scott
Mary Elizabeth Ott
Lynette Sensible

Magna Cum Laude

Madison Randall Fabian
Magna Cum Laude

Savannah Ruth Floyd
Chloe Soleil Gillespie

Francesca Nicola Guidobono
Reagan Alee Hembree Cum Laude
Alexx Lynn Henry

Calder Lindeman Jose
Aimee Lee Lovington

Lauren Taylor McKinney
Hope Whitman Morgan

Jordan Leigh Poole Cum Laude
Hunter Rose Sturgill

Jenealle Walker
Drew Ellison Whittle

Magna Cum Laude

Michael Collier Wiser

THEATRE
Josiah Douglas Albright Cum Laude

Madison Hannah Alspcctor

Magna Cum Laude

Jennifer Rachel Bentke Cum Laude
Alessandra Ashley Brown
Samantha Kate Buckley

Martha Gibson Carter
Alexandra Chambers
Philip Porter Cum Laude
Javon Manor Conyers

Jessie Addison Lee Edmonds
Carrie McDaniel Ferrell
Magna Cum Laude

Matthew Blaine Gordaner
Brooks Walker Hawkins
Christine Marie Means Herrington
Felise Reid Home

Lindsey Renee Jenkins Cum Laude
Horry Heriot Kerrison Ill
Haleigh Nicole Kilgore

Madison Grace Latham
Elizabeth Katherine Lawson
Charlotte Morgan Leinbach
Cum Laude

Lauren Gray Martin
Kaitlyn Leigh McClain

Jacob Allen McCubbin
Ashleigh Marie McGaha Cum Laude

Kathryn Anne Noel
Cum Laude

Mary Rose Pumper
Magna Cum Laude

Abriana Christine Quinones
Magna Cum Laude

Grace Caroline Rogers

Joel Michael Watson

Niniverh Leon Williams Jnr
SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Saturday, May 12, 2018 • 10:00 A.M.
School of Business; School of Sciences and Mathematics

Joshua David Coleman
Kevin Michael Collins
Ayer Contreras
Kate M. Conway
Marjorie Elise Corbin
Sarah Margaret Crowder
Michael John Cunningham
Megan Linsley Daley
Brady Hughes Dashiell
Charles Dennis III
Denise Elizabeth Dentiño cum laude
Anthony Steven Donohue
Jonathan Michael Dillon Jr.
Hailey Orion Disher
Kaitlin Elizabeth Donahue
Rachel Nicole Doris
Alexia Paige-Nicole Dowd
Delanie Dockham Driggers
Taylor Victoria DuPrée cum laude
Chad Stephen Eusterly cum laude
John E. Eck
Zachary East Elias
Myranda Jade Elvis
Lorenz Valen Esposito
Juan Cruz Estevarena
Brooke Taylor Evertich
James Churchill Farley
Michael David Felber
Hudson Elliott Ferguson
Joseph Richard Ferrell
Grace Elizabeth Finlay cum laude
Shelby Funches
Hunter Lee Gaffney
Jackson Henry Gallagher
Reilly Christopher Gardner
Ashley Lynn Garritano
Josephine Pia Lovina Garton
Tremayne Antwan Garvin
Hanna Elaine Geiger
Edison Alexander Geiler cum laude
Meridian Anne Gittings cum laude
Jalissa Antonio Antezano
Sarah Elizabeth Gooding
Lorraine Haak
Breille Lynn Hibbard
Fiore Cotton Hinkle
Sarah Margaret Hinkle
Preston Daniel Hittman
Steven Haney
Theodore Hampton Jr.
William Harling Hance
Sydney Marie Harris
Walker Howard Harris
Isabelle Carla Heard
Mary Copeland Heath

ACCOUNTING

Khalfi Ali Abderahman
Robert Charles Allen
Maggie Therese Badger
Malory Paige Banks
Stephanie Leah Baril
Christa Nicole Bello cum laude
Brandon Nicholas Blackwell
summa cum laude*
Brandi Nicole Bollin
Megan Nicole Burks
Marybeth Cassaro cum laude
Melissa Chau
Hannah Catherine Cramer
David Jarrod Deztez
Sean Patrick Donahue
John Dobson Dunavant Jr.
Tara Catherine Dunphy
Lily Ana English cum laude
Jordan Lynn Farley cum laude
Hannah Elizabeth Gagnon
Allison Lynn Hager
Jack Thomas Hennessey
Garrett Alaric Hill magna cum laude*
Benjamin Lee Hillebrand cum laude
Sarah Madison Howard
Mary Hayes Hurto
Ryan L. Jackson
Jordin Marcel Jones
Christopher Jack Kienzle magna cum laude
Elizabeth Grace Kundsy
Kyle William Leonard
Julia May Lines
Isabella Maria Maia cum laude
Anastasia Olivia Maile
Kelly Nicole McMurray
Kayla Nicole Meier
Paige Claire Mesher cum laude
Cesar Murillo Jr.
Jacob Wade Nelson
Chelsee Brooke Norton
Caroline Elizabeth O’Laughlin
Christopher Hans Prater
Elizabeth Graves Rahn magna cum laude
Alexandra Joanna Rivers
Madeline Mische Rogers cum laude
Charlotte Barnet Rolston magna cum laude*
John Wesley Ropp IV
Samuel Fitzpatrick Telman
Amanda Lee Thomas
Madison Nicole Threatt

Lorena Fuentes
Hunter Lee Gaffney
Jackson Henry Gallagher
Reilly Christopher Gardner
Ashley Lynn Garratano
Josephine Pia Lovina Garton
Tremayne Antwan Garvin
Hanna Elaine Geiger
Edison Alexander Geiler cum laude
Meridian Anne Gittings cum laude
Jalissa Antonio Antezano
Sarah Elizabeth Gooding
Lorraine Haak
Breille Lynn Hibbard
Fiore Cotton Hinkle
Sarah Margaret Hinkle
Preston Daniel Hittman
Steven Haney
Theodore Hampton Jr.
William Harling Hance
Sydney Marie Harris
Walker Howard Harris
Isabelle Carla Heard
Mary Copeland Heath

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
COMMENCEMENT

Laura Francis McIlvain*
Austin McDonough Fisher
Hampden Meade Maxwell
Jordan Leigh Maslanik
Franklin Gene Martin
Pavel Mander
Mitchel William Madara
Cristina Grace Lyon
Aimee Lee Lovington
Joshua Ellis Love
Ashley Susan Leggett
John W. Leffel
Kylie Michelle Leach
Lucas Cole Langston
Brian Thomas Langston
Lindsey Billera Lane
Patricia Ann Kuniansky
Kurt Daniel Kehrer
Adam Shigeo Kawamoto
Max Kauffman
David Isaac Jerulle
Heather Jamison
Iesha Yolanda Jakes
Sana Zehra Hussain
Calli Tereese Hudgins
Caroline Horan
Austin Norbert Hopcia
Natalee Hill
Rio Speller-Drews
Benjamin T. Smith
Samuel Gray Sims
Matthew Shifflett
Tanner Robert Schuck
John Marion Sadler Jr.
Maxwell Abraham Rose
Emma Cassell Flaxman
Olivia Ryann Zaloumis
Olivia Yuania Ryann
Isabella Ivey Zollinger

COMMERCIAL REAL

Trevor Charles Padoll

ECONOMICS

Alexa Ann Perrottta
Caroline Elizabeth Poetzsch
Mary Elizabeth Ward
Kristin Elizabeth Wright

FACULTY

Alyssa Joseph Abel IV
Allysa Marie Andre
Robert Alec Ball
Ari Ivlich Bentley
Mary Kathleen Bublik

FINANCE

Alyssa Joseph Abel IV
Allysa Marie Andre
Robert Alec Ball
Ari Ivlich Bentley
Mary Kathleen Bublik

HOTEL AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT

Lauren E. Adams
Zoe G. Adkins
Stephanie Leah Baril
Kayla Schaefer Beech cum laude
Madelynn Murphy
Alexis Catherine Bennett
Gabriela B. Bennett

ECOMONOMICS

Caroline Humesmart Carmichael
cum laude*

Napoleon Hill

Bradley James Frank
Magen Jenna Frederick
cum laude
Lizann Leonard
Hunter Lee Gaffney
Jackson Henry Gallagher
Cameron Ricardo Johnson
Madison Mann
Victoria Elizabeth Kabernagel
cum laude
Crew Dunson
Kosiorek
Layla LaCosta
Kylie Michaela Lewis
Ashley Susan Leggett
Devon Lane
Carnegie
Madison Mann
Adrianne Ball
Catherine McAuliffe
Brielle Lynn McGaughey
Morganne Elizabeth Parker
Mary Newsome
Allison Christine Palley
Taylor Michelle Ratley
Gina Romanello
Shannon Nicole Ross
Christopher Patrick Ryan
Katrina Ketelhut Sands
Josh Sawyer
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Amy Lynn Noone
Paige Katheryn Mitchell
Caleb Brian Mayfield
Brandon Gregory Massey
Sean Patrick Kelley
Carolann Nicole Kelien
Hannah Maria Huizenga
Daniel Chase Olderman Horton
Samantha Jo Hood
Grace Irene Finlay
Vanessa Susan Eastwood
Asmik Vitaliyevna Craddock
Heather Bowden
Nicholas Ryan Baker
BUSINESS INTERNATIONAL

Olivia Ryann Zanone
Elizabeth A. Varnes
Vasilios Tsolias
Kelley Gallagher Travers
Jaylah D. Thompson
Savannah Raine Stubbs
Alexandra Dean Stewart
Reagan Nicole Sobel
Amanda Elizabeth Shaw
Matthew Hunter Sharrin

summa cum laude
magna cum laude
magna cum laude
cum laude

Ashlei Arnita Jennell King
Kimberly Marie Kaster
Christian Paul Jones
Logan Wesley Higgins
William Ogier Hanahan IV
Kallie Morgan Golicher
Morgan Dawn cum laude
Kathryn Hackley
Kara Sybil Fehringer
Lauren marble

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Maitland Elizabeth Barton cum laude
Heather Bowden
Stephanie Mino Chenos
Donnell Robert Mason
Sarah Marie Davidson
Rachel L. Dickey cum laude
Amelia Marie Gonzalez
Victoria Elizabeth Edmund cum laude
Katherine Eggley
James Church cum laude
Garrick Amato
Susan A. Feldman
John Godfrey Fisher cum laude
Amy Elizabeth Whitaker cum laude

Astronomy
McKaya Lynn Conahan

PHYSICS
Wendell Van Robertson Jr
Kathryn Marie Sperano
Jason William Einhorn
Lucas Morse Zalesky cum laude

Biology
Abdi Adbin
Hunter Danielle Arnold
Caroline Elizabeth Atkinson cum laude
Nicholas Gillea Aube
Joshua Albia Patricia cum laude
James David Barton-Souza cum laude
Tyler Dale Bechtel cum laude
Hayley M. Bell
Mia Cara Blunt
Nicole Marie Brogdon
Amelia Marie Goodell
Kathryn Hackley
Lauren marble

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Maitland Elizabeth Barton cum laude
Heather Bowden
Stephanie Mino Chenos
Donnell Robert Mason
Sarah Marie Davidson
Rachel L. Dickey cum laude
Amelia Marie Gonzalez
Victoria Elizabeth Edmund cum laude
Katherine Eggley
James Church cum laude
Garrick Amato
Susan A. Feldman
John Godfrey Fisher cum laude
Amy Elizabeth Whitaker cum laude

Astronomy
McKaya Lynn Conahan

PHYSICS
Wendell Van Robertson Jr
Kathryn Marie Sperano
Jason William Einhorn
Lucas Morse Zalesky cum laude

Biology
Abdi Adbin
Hunter Danielle Arnold
Caroline Elizabeth Atkinson cum laude
Nicholas Gillea Aube
Joshua Albia Patricia cum laude
James David Barton-Souza cum laude
Tyler Dale Bechtel cum laude
Hayley M. Bell
Mia Cara Blunt
Nicole Marie Brogdon
Amelia Marie Goodell
Kathryn Hackley
Lauren marble

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Maitland Elizabeth Barton cum laude
Heather Bowden
Stephanie Mino Chenos
Donnell Robert Mason
Sarah Marie Davidson
Rachel L. Dickey cum laude
Amelia Marie Gonzalez
Victoria Elizabeth Edmund cum laude
Katherine Eggley
James Church cum laude
Garrick Amato
Susan A. Feldman
John Godfrey Fisher cum laude
Amy Elizabeth Whitaker cum laude

Astronomy
McKaya Lynn Conahan

PHYSICS
Wendell Van Robertson Jr
Kathryn Marie Sperano
Jason William Einhorn
Lucas Morse Zalesky cum laude

Biology
Abdi Adbin
Hunter Danielle Arnold
Caroline Elizabeth Atkinson cum laude
Nicholas Gillea Aube
Joshua Albia Patricia cum laude
James David Barton-Souza cum laude
Tyler Dale Bechtel cum laude
Hayley M. Bell
Mia Cara Blunt
Nicole Marie Brogdon
Amelia Marie Goodell
Kathryn Hackley
Lauren marble
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COMMENCEMENT

Zachary Thomas Roy
Timothy Coke Roof
Jasmine Moná Randolph
Kit Chi Long
Adam Thomas Lavelle
Kenneth Carl Fuqua
Douglas Arthur Corrigan Jr.
Robert Todd Chernek Jr.
Phillip Byrd
Jack Edgar Addison
Thomas Anthony Valvano
Savannah Marie Reaves
Alexandra Lynne Polchek
Colton Charles Miller
Natalie Ann Meader
Grier Maximillian Jones
Alyssa Miranda Johnson
Erin Christina Day
Catherine Hope Dudman
Erin Christina Day cum laude*
Sondra Goines cum laude*
Cecilia Mae Hendy cum laude
Jenna Amanda Hohl cum laude
Alexander Miranda Johnson
Grier Maximillian Jones
Steve Nicholas Liberati
Natalie Ann Meader
Colton Charles Miller
Alexandra Lynne Poleck
Savannah Marie Reaves cum laude
Marri Sarah Sapolsky cum laude*
Ksenia Taylor Short
Thomas Anthony Valvano

CHEMISTRY

Kerry Rose Wischusen
Alexandra Corinne Schwartz
John Randolf Sabater Reveral
Michael Robson Hollerbach
Alec Marcus Esper cum laude*
Sloane Lindsay English
Jonathan Paul Derryberry
Theodore Jacob Carrigan-Broda
Paige Charlotte Madeline Braziel

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Fabiola Atoche
Joseph Ryan Ayers
John Crowder
Matthew James Bell
Robert Drew Bigelow
Benjamin David Buckwalter
Miki Elise Burleson Sugimoto
Danuel Torrey Capers
Matthew Lail Claudio
Zachary Harrison Coffman
Elaina Victoria Cole
summa cum laude*
Emily Anders Coleman
summa cum laude*
Gabrielle Elizabeth Cozart cum laude
Austen Crawford
Zachary James Cuomo
Aaron Michael Eskew
Savannah Marie Floyd
Kyle Douglas Glick
summa cum laude
Noah Ryan Griffin
Scott Ellis Hudman
Ethan Taylor Hendrix
Joshua Robert Jettie
Nicholas Victor Johnson
Patrick Macrue Knight
Megan Dale Landana cum laude
Mar Buchanan Little cum laude*
Jasmine Di Mai
Patrick Scott McCandley
Tristan Alexander McCarty
summa cum laude
Andrew Nickolas Miller
Robert Bennie Moore Jr.
Benjamin Ralph Muldo
Tyler Patrick Newman cum laude
Omer Ramaddan Omer
Cass Donovan Outlaw
Hitarth Kamleshbhai Patel
Ricky Sanchez Ramos
summa cum laude
Matendo Rugema
Matthew Bradley Schwarz
magna cum laude
Baylore Kristian Sims*
Julian Lewis Smith
Charles Evan Sommer
Brian Michael Steele
James Peter Thorow
Jayce White
Colton Charles Williams
Samantha Ashton Word
summa cum laude
Alexander Thomas Wray

COMPUTING IN THE ARTS

Mitchell Paul Boyer
Luke Alexander Bradley
Mish Elizabeth Bundy
summa cum laude
Chase Christian Bunes
Julie Huy Chea
Bobb-Jo Grace Culbertson
Savannah Marie Floyd
Madison Mel-li Maniaci
Curtis Marshall Motus cum laude
Paige David Peck cum laude
Baylee Kristian Sims*
Rachel Allison Steele
Jesse T. Taylor
Ron Austin Taylor cum laude
Forrest Seabrook Townsend
cum laude
Erika Nicole White
Courtney Rae Young

DATA SCIENCE

Katherine Hane Balczewicz cum laude
Alex John Giarrizzo
Jamie Alexander Guilchrist
Patrick Chase Hendley
Rachel Ann McNeely
magna cum laude
Ekaterina Mizigireva
Caroline Spencer Oliver
Neal Patrick Sakash
Jasmine Antionette Smallwood

GEOLGY

Mitch Emory Adair
Sophie Lee Alpert cum laude
Kylie Melissa Beaud
Caroline Patricia Bradley
Caroline M. Cote
Taylor Alexandra Cronin
Jordan Miranda Davis cum laude
Reagan Deslats
Jonathan Clayton Dixon
Caterina Heidi Gates
Victoria Marie Gitto
James R. Hawsey cum laude
Jessica Kendall Hendricks
James Marley Pylea
summa cum laude*
Mary Paige Pikinton cum laude
Thomas G. Pitman
Manuel E. Portela
Miranda Renae Roesing
Wendell Van Roberson Jr.
Wendell Van Roberson Jr.

MATHMATICS

Tristan James Af cum laude
Tristan James Af cum laude
Dave Isaiah Austin
Sam Mackenzie Beiler cum laude
Kirsten Alejandro Broussard
Kensley DianeBurris
Manuel Hernandez
Elyse Rose Crowder cum laude
Katelynn Hope Huncan cum laude
Jeremy Ross
Jacob Ryan Marko
Riley Knudsen
Tea Thanh Luu cum laude
Mahswid Mona Rana
Daniel Alexander Rich
Oren Renzo Robino
Joshua Becket Sulek
Hannah Marie Swinbank cum laude
Mary Elizabeth Ward
Spencer Bruce Wilder
cum laude
Zachariah Joseph Wirszylza cum laude

METEOROLOGY

Kirsten Alexandria Broussard
Ryan Evich
O’chun R. Jones
Aaron Moore Neuhauser
Lindsey Sara Passarella

PHYSICS

Tristan James Af cum laude
Dave Isaiah Austin
Sam Mackenzie Beiler cum laude
Kirsten Alejandro Broussard
Kensley Diane Burris
Manuel Hernandez
Elyse Rose Crowder cum laude
Katelynn Hope Huncan cum laude
Jeremy Ross
Jacob Ryan Marko
Riley Knudsen
Tea Thanh Luu cum laude
Mahswid Mona Rana
Daniel Alexander Rich
Oren Renzo Robino
Joshua Becket Sulek
Hannah Marie Swinbank cum laude
Mary Elizabeth Ward
Spencer Bruce Wilder
cum laude
Zachariah Joseph Wirszylza cum laude
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Katherine Hane Balczewicz cum laude
Gloria René Burke cum laude*
Elyse Rose Crowder Na Thi Vi Duong cum laude*
Adzhia Quiannisha Eison
Patrick Samuel Ging
Naomi Evangeline Hillegass
Emma Joy Howard
Katelynn Hope Huncan cum laude
Isabel Katharine Johnston
magna cum laude*
Riley Knudsen
Tea Thanh Luu cum laude
Mahswid Mona Rana
Daniel Alexander Rich
Oren Renzo Robino
Joshua Becket Sulek
Hannah Marie Swinbank cum laude
Mary Elizabeth Ward
Spencer Bruce Wilder
cum laude
Zachariah Joseph Wirszylza cum laude
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PAUL POLITICS


PUBLIC HEALTH


SOCIOLOGY


SYLVIA PAVUR

Serey Skery magna cum laude Ashley Michaela Thompson magna cum laude Grace Genna Weidemann magna cum laude

MAY 2018 COMMENCEMENT
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
Zalirah Tanay Cooper
Chrystal C. Grant
Mitchell Matthew Hill Jr.
†
Chantelle Marie Lebeau
Joshua Joseph Mack
Beneshia A'brell Webb

ARCHAEOLOGY
Kylie Melissa Beard
Gabriel David Higgs
Matthew Adam Hunter
Brittany Danielle Qualls
Molly Foy Van Ostran

CLASSICS
Kathryn Lois Cannon
Jordan Ashley Digregorio
Ashley Laurel Droste
Sophie Kimball Naughton

FRENCH AND FRANCOPHONE STUDIES
Nina Theresa Mariano Banes
Jonah Samuel Crisanti
Catherine Hope Naughton

GERMAN
Caitlin Rose Billard
Megan Heidi Carpenter
Lukas Marlo Holihan

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Alexandra Eileen Astor
Valeria Baldassarre
Rose Douglas Ballou
Annelyse Elizabeth Banks
Frank L. Barrett
Lindal Elizabeth Barton
Noah Lee Battle
Jalen Dourine Brooks-Knepfe
Daniel James Carney
Kelly Butler Carson
Christian Thomas Cooper
Ashley Marie Esterline
Morgan Emily Godfrey
Jayla Diane Goodwin
Meredith Blair Grant
Iris Claire Hacker
Stephanie Marie Hanna
Natalia D. Hardee
Jonathan Michael Hickling
Mackenzie T. Hoisington
Samuel Michael Holaday
Calder Lindeman Jose
Reilly Brielle Kilpatrick
Julia Anne Kramet
Madeline Marie Lebin
Fatima Oliveira Lunsford
Alison Rose Malecka

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
Chloe Ruth Beckham
Rachael L. Dickey
Zoe Virginia Grimm
Carly Laine-Anne Lewis
Rafael Martin Navas
Jessica Hope Rogerson
Cora Leolla Carletta Webb

PHILOSOPHY
Mary Teena Bearden
Christine Talia Carney
Shane Thomas Cressey

PSYCHOLOGY
Aubrey Wilhelmina Chesson
Hayley Erin Carter

SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES, CULTURES,
AND WORLD AFFAIRS

SPANISH
Lawren Ashley Antley
Ana Camilla Bailey
Valeria Baldassarre
Erin Kennedy Barlow
Devon M. Blowen
Christian Ponce
Andrew Graham Costa
Alexandra Georgine da Silva
Anne Langdon Elrod
Melissa Iridian Galindo

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
Katherine Grace Murchison
Emily Christine Neal
Rachel Anne Nichols
McCarthy Marie Painter
Natalie Taylor Rand
Hannah Elizabeth Barrett Rice
Laura Renee Richie
Courtney Hollisome Rookard
Katherine Gray Salter
Crystal Anne Siegel
Eric C. Singleton
Sylvia Paris Skerry
Gabrielle Symone Stahnke
Margaret Kateri Stanton
Juliana Sara Wilkinson
Kyle Joseph Woodward

JEWISH STUDIES
Caitlin Rose Cloutier

LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES
Brooke Kerene Bazemore
Paola Edith Hazel
Maria Concepcion Martinez Morillo

SPANISH
Lawren Ashley Antley
Ana Camilla Bailey
Valeria Baldassarre
Erin Kennedy Barlow
Devon M. Blowen
Christian Ponce
Andrew Graham Costa
Alexandra Georgine da Silva
Anne Langdon Elrod
Melissa Iridian Galindo
Leah Griggs

Ione Maxwell Vache
magna cum laude
Bretny, Joy Vallez
Sydney Rose Walsh
Brant Williams

URBAN STUDIES
Cameron Alexander Butts
Cara Anne DelVecchio
Allison Kathleen Deyo

Pierce Andrew Forgione
Genevieve Therese Henderson
Katelyn Reany Joiner
Aidan Gabriel Long
Trevor Charles Padoul
William Bowen Smith
Katherine Grace Murchison
magna cum laude

Audrey Patterson Noonan
McCarthy Marie Painter
magna cum laude
Manuel E. Portela
Magaly Torres

Appearance of a name in this program is presumptive evidence of graduation and graduation honors, but it must not be regarded as conclusive. The signed and sealed transcript of the College of Charleston or the Graduate School, University of Charleston, S.C. remains the official testimony of the possession of the degree. The names in this program list the graduation candidates from August 2017, December 2017, May 2018, and August 2018.
The College of Charleston would like to thank the following parents of graduating seniors who have provided support to all areas of the College at the 1770 Society level this academic year. Taking its name from the year that the College of Charleston was founded, the 1770 Society recognizes donors who contribute $1,000 or more annually. Thank you for your leadership support.

Anonymous  
Susan Baril and Jeff Baril  
The Clayson Family  
Lauren Cron and Kenneth Cron  
Tamilyn Derryberry and Thomas K. Derryberry  
Janet Detwiler and Richard Detwiler  
Megan Wiesen Dowley and Mark Dowley*  
Lisa Hunter and William G. Fragakis  
Kathleen Fry and Edward T.A. Fry  
Cynthia Garland and Philip Garland  
Andrea Borden and John Gillespie*  
Michele Hendy and Brian Hendy  
Margee Howell and John Wright  
Stephanie Golwans Huger and James Huger  
Whitney Mizell Jones and Charles Jones 1989*  
Eleanor C. Killian and Christopher Killian  
Craig D. Kingery  
Peggy Kukiansky and Alan Kukiansky  
Helen Kukiansky and Cesar Kukiansky  
Lisa C. LaVecchia*  
Lisa Leask and Noah Leask  
Sunshine Leinbach and Tyler Leinbach*  
Elizabeth Matthews and Timothy Matthews  
Jennifer McGraw McFaddin and Ansel McFaddin III 1985  
Maura F. McIlvain and J. Bradford McIlvain  
Laurie McMahon  
Nicole and Jake Menges  
Devon Menges  
Dr. and Mrs. Nath  
Amy Naughton  
Tania Howard Pritz and Braden Pritz  
Brenda Risik and Guy Risik  
Cathy Hawkins Seymore  
1978 and Jeff Seymore  
Leanne Shaw and Christopher T. Shaw*  
Caroline Bollington Smith and Ronald Gordon Smith  
Katherine Thomason and Thomas Thomason  
Elise F. Torpey and Richard Torpey Jr.  
Andrea Schulman Tucker and Jay Tucker  
R. Davis Webb, Jr.

*denotes member of the Parent Advisory Council

The College of Charleston would like to honor the following parents of graduating seniors who have made generous gifts to the College of Charleston every year for the past four years. Your commitment to make the College of Charleston a philanthropic priority year after year transforms the College’s aspirations into actions. Thank you for your loyal support.

Anonymous  
Teresa Busch and Michael Busch  
The Clayson Family  
Lauren Cron and Kenneth Cron  
Tamilyn Derryberry and Thomas K. Derryberry  
Janet Detwiler and Richard Detwiler  
Megan Wiesen Dowley and Mark Dowley*  
Lisa Hunter and William G. Fragakis  
Kathleen Fry and Edward T.A. Fry  
Cynthia Garland and Philip Garland  
Andrea Borden and John Gillespie*  
Michele Hendy and Brian Hendy  
Margee Howell and John Wright  
Stephanie Golwans Huger and James Huger  
Devon Wray Hanahan 1987 and William Ogier Hanahan III  
Judith L. Hoffman and Joel Hoffman  
Whitney Mizell Jones and Charles Jones 1989*  
Holly M. Jones and Gordon Jones  
Mary P. Kidd and William M. Kidd  
Lisa C. LaVecchia*  
Sunshine Leinbach and Tyler Leinbach*  
Maura F. McIlvain and J. Bradford McIlvain  
Victoria Mito  
Jennifer Murphy and Brian J. Murphy  
Susan Robertson and Thomas Robertson Jr.  
Lynee Savino and Robert R. Savino  
Leanne Shaw and Christopher T. Shaw*  
Katherine Thomason and Thomas Thomason  
Nicole and Jake Menges  
Devon Menges  
Dr. and Mrs. Nath  
Amy Naughton  
Tania Howard Pritz and Braden Pritz  
Brenda Risik and Guy Risik  
Cathy Hawkins Seymore  
1978 and Jeff Seymore  
Leanne Shaw and Christopher T. Shaw*  
Caroline Bollington Smith and Ronald Gordon Smith  
Katherine Thomason and Thomas Thomason  
Elise F. Torpey and Richard Torpey Jr.  
Andrea Schulman Tucker and Jay Tucker  
R. Davis Webb, Jr.

If you believe your name was left off of this list in error, we apologize and thank you for your generous philanthropic commitment.
Alma Mater

Hail to thee, our Alma Mater.
Hail to thy time-honored name.
Proud traditions hover ’round thee;
May we never bring thee shame.
Loyal sons and daughters love thee,
Strive to conquer and prevail.
We will sing thy praises ever –
College of Charleston, hail, all hail.

We will sing thy praises ever –
College of Charleston, hail, all hail.